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ABSTRACT
As the name implies, the dark web market – also commonly known
as the anonymous market – has put measures for protecting the
privacy of its users as a key priority. With the rapid growth of
the dark web market, competition between markets has become
more intense. With this, malicious attacks between competitors
– for instance, aimed at reducing the availability of competitors’
services – have also become more common. These attacks not only
affect the services’ availability and accessibility, but they may also
cause some personal and private information being leaked. As such,
it is understandable that dark web markets may implement secu-
rity mechanisms to protect themselves and their users. Although
the literature has analysed and described dark web markets from
multiple perspectives, there is still a gap in understanding the se-
curity mechanisms implemented by different dark web markets.
Furthermore, data collection – which is often considered a com-
mon challenge in this research area – may be hindered by these
security mechanisms. Therefore, the study presented in this pa-
per aims to investigate the security mechanisms of various dark
web markets systematically, in order to shed a better light on their
operation. To achieve this aim, we performed data collection and
experiments in twelve existing dark web markets, using them as
information sources. Although data collection practices slightly
vary for each market, the data was collected over a span of four
months between May and August 2023. We found there are two
main groups of security mechanisms used in dark web markets:
web security and account security. Web security contains acces-
sibility, waiting queue, anti-phishing, CAPTCHAs, secret phrase,
warrant canary, bug bounty, rate limiting and a toolset. Account
security contains username requirement, password & PIN require-
ment, mnemonic, multi-factor authentication (MFA) and account
kill-switch. In conclusion, different types of security mechanisms
used by the market may reflect the operator’s business philoso-
phy, which in turn may affect the way the market operates. The
results of this study can help the academic and security research
communities to understand the operation and evolution of the dark
web markets better, which in turn can be used to combat crimes
facilitated by these markets more effectively. Additionally, findings
from this study may provide clues on how to improve the efficiency
of data collection in this environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, we have seen rapid growth in criminal activity
on the dark web. As mentioned in the latest Internet Organised
Crime Threat Assessment (IOCTA) 2023 report, dark web markets
have been identified as a venue often used for advertising and
selling illicit services and products [9]. From the famous Silk Road
dark web market to the recently shut down Hydra Market [19],
from suspected of selling firearm to child abuse materials [6, 17, 22],
the development of dark web markets is becoming more and more
destructive to society over time. At the same time, how to mitigate
the negative impact on society has become a serious challenge for
scholars and law enforcement agencies. Recently, European law
enforcement agencies conducted an operation codenamed SpecTor,
which resulted in the closure and arrest of the suspected of operators
of theMonopoly Market, a very successful and good-reputation dark
web market at the time [8].

Nevertheless, the operation of the dark web market is not im-
mutable. In a narrow sense, the dark web market usually refers to
the marketplace on the Tor network. In recent years, due to the
instability of the Tor1 network [10], the mainstream market has
begun to consider the possibility of operating on both Tor and I2P2
networks to improve accessibility [13]. In addition, competitors’
attacks on each other in the market threaten users security, which
could result in loss to users.

Previous studies have mainly focused on social aspects, including
analysis of products sold, emerging criminal patterns, criminal
ecosystems, and key actors [7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 23]. However, the
security mechanisms used by the dark web markets are not yet
clear. In this paper, we aim to investigate the security mechanisms
of different dark web markets. Furthermore, we understand the
challenges of data collection in the dark web, and therefore, we
expect to gain some valuable insights from this learning to improve
the performance of existing crawlers.

1The Onion Router (Tor): https://www.torproject.org/
2Invisible Internet Project (I2P): https://geti2p.net/en/
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Contributions. We obtained data and information on twelve
mainstream dark web markets to document the security mecha-
nisms implemented by those markets. We classified and described
the security mechanisms used in the market, where web security
includes accessibility, waiting queue, anti-phishing, CAPTCHAs,
secret phrase, warrant canary, bug bounty, rate limiting, a dis-
tributed denial-of-service (DDoS) protection toolset, and account
security includes username requirement, password & PIN require-
ment, mnemonic, multi-factor authentication (MFA), account kill-
switch. We shared some insights into underlying trends, data col-
lection and raised ethical considerations in this research area.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces
the work related to this paper in the field of dark web markets and
cybercrime. We then describe and explain our research methods in
Section 3. Section 4 is divided into two sub-sections to introduce
and show the results in web security and account security aspects
respectively. Section 5 summarises the key insights based on the
findings we obtained, and discusses the implications of these find-
ings along with ethical considerations. Finally, Section 6 concludes
our paper and provides several ideas for future research.

2 RELATEDWORK
Current literature on dark web markets has covered many aspects.
Christin [5] collected and analysed data for eight months between
late 2011 and 2012 for a longitudinal study in the most notorious
dark web market – Silk Road. Van Wegberg et al. [21] analysed
six years of longitudinal data from eight dark web markets. Both
papers find out that the business model in the dark web is matur-
ing. Wang et al. [23] compared the differences between Chinese
and English dark web markets, which covers part of the security
mechanisms but is very brief. During the COVID-19 pandemic,
Bracci et al. [3] analysed COVID-19-related products over a period
of approximately eleven months in 2020. The trends we see in dark
web markets are very dynamic and ever-changing. Moreover, some
literature also makes efforts to identify cross-platform players and
key players, giving us a better understanding of the stakeholders
(i.e. vendors, buyers and operators) in underground market and
forums (not limited to dark web) [2, 13, 18]. However, there is cur-
rently no literature that clearly describes the security mechanisms
implemented by dark web markets.

Data collection is also a challenge on the dark web [16, 25].
Labrador and Pastrana [16] evaluated multiple characteristics of
selling products, vendors, and markets by implementing a custom
crawler. Although we noticed that the authors described a flexible
crawler capable of dealing with some anti-crawling techniques
for this study, the time it takes for the crawler to crawl the entire
market still depends on market constraints (in this case, a single
market can take up to 61 hours), and this is often the reasonwhy it is
difficult for researchers to conduct large-scale longitudinal studies
in dark web markets. Furthermore, Campobasso and Allodi [4]
proposed a trainable, scalable crawler tool that makes it possible for
researchers without computer backgrounds to use this tool for data
collection in underground forums. In the experiments conducted
by the authors, they overcame some restrictions (e.g., rate limiting,
page loading time) by using different strategies when crawling

Table 1: A summary of the selected dark web markets

Market Names Type Status
Abacus Market Comprehensive Live
Archetyp Drugs-only Live
ASAP Market Comprehensive Retired
Bohemia Comprehensive Live
Incognito Drugs-only Live
Kingdom Market Comprehensive Seized
Nemesis Market Comprehensive Live
Royal Market Comprehensive Closed
Tor2door Market Comprehensive Closed
Vice City Market Comprehensive Closed
Chinese Exchange Market Comprehensive Live
cabyc* Comprehensive Live
*cabyc is the initials of Chang’an Nocturnal City in Chinese

different websites. But how these restrictions and strategies can be
used for mainstream dark web markets remains unknown.

Turk et al. [20] studied and summarised the anti-crawling tech-
niques in 26 underground forums, which cover both websites in
the Tor network and the clear web. The paper also classifies these
anti-crawling techniques and discusses some methods to mitigate
these challenges. This study concluded that data collection in “ad-
versarial” environments can be challenging. Even though there are
some ways to mitigate, there are no easy solutions to avoid. It is
recommended that the academic communities should actively share
datasets. In fact, similar anti-crawling techniques are still unclear
for dark web markets. Since dark web markets focus more on sales
than forum-like discussions, we speculate that security mechanisms
may be more stringent. Also, we introduce security mechanisms in
terms of accounts.

Georgoulias et al. [11] comprehensively documents the features
and functionality of existing dark web markets in 2021. The pa-
per describes and summarises the operations of 41 markets and 35
independent vendor shops, and details the mechanisms for those
markets’ framework, which also include some security mechanisms,
like CAPTCHAs during the registration process and the payment
system mechanisms. In our work, we focus on security mecha-
nisms using more recent and broad data points. The insights and
experiences we share are more toward the data collection aspect.

3 METHODOLOGY
We selected twelve existing mainstream dark web markets when
we started the research in May 2023. Over a span of four months
(until August 2023), we collected data pertinent to these markets,
paying close attention to any security mechanisms they have in
place. Please note that there were some variations to the timing
and quantity of the data collected from each market, due to some
factors beyond our control (such as some markets were down for a
period of time).

Table 1 provides a key summary of these twelve markets. These
markets either sell drugs-only items, or they sell many categories
of items (labelled as “Comprehensive”). In this table, we also state
the market status at the time of writing this paper (December 2023).
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Table 2: An overview of the selected dark web markets’ web security mechanisms implementation (○= yes, = no, è= partial)

Markets Accessibility Waiting Queue Anti-Phishing CAPTCHAs Secret Phrase Canary Bug BountyTOR I2P
Abacus Market ○  ○ ○ text and image è  ○
Archetyp ○   ○ image è  ○
ASAP Market ○  ○ è interactive text  
Bohemia ○ ○ ○ ○ interactive text  ○ ○
Incognito ○ ○ ○ ○ image ○ ○ ○
Kingdom Market ○ ○  ○ interactive text ○  è
Nemesis Market ○   è image  ○
Royal Market ○   è image  ○ ○
Tor2door Market ○ ○  è text  ○ è
Vice City Market ○  ○  color   ○
Chinese Exchange Market ○  ○  text  
cabyc ○    Chinese, math, text  

There are some markets marked as closed, or the reason for closure
– which could be “retired” (where the market operators voluntarily
closed down their market), or “seized” (where it is understood
that the law enforcement agency took down the market). It should
be noted that there are some uncertainties associated with this
area of research. Also, we aim to reflect market conditions and
characteristics at the time the researchwas conducted, whichmeans
the closure should not affect our results. Interestingly, we will
discuss in the following sections whether security mechanisms
have affected the operational life of the market. Those markets
have been selected based on good representation and reputation in
the dark web community (i.e. included and recommended by dark
web forums and information websites).

We define and group the security mechanisms in those different
markets into two main aspects: web security and account security.

In web security, we focus on the technical implementations and
strategies that the market applies to their websites to protect users
and themselves, such as CAPTCHAs, secret phrases, rate limit-
ing, etc. In account security, we focus on the security mechanisms
and policies that keep the account secure, such as username and
password requirements, etc.

Information is gathered eitherwhile running a customised crawler
or manually accessing the markets. Initially, we tried to use a
crawler to obtain data for all mentioned markets. However, we
encountered some difficulties, which also proves that some mar-
ket security mechanisms are valid for operators. Therefore, we
were able to note down those web security mechanisms we en-
countered and run some small experiments using the crawler. In
terms of account security, most markets directly state such infor-
mation (i.e. obtain information manually). Finally, we need manual
access to the markets to obtain complete and comprehensive evi-
dence and information. The crawler is implemented with Scrapy
(https://scrapy.org/) and Selenium (https://www.selenium.dev/) us-
ing Python. While the crawler is helpful in certain scenarios, such
as aiding in the comprehension of rate limiting, sometimes its utility
can be limited during investigations, such as testing CAPTCHAs
and introducing account security. In these cases, manual interaction
is more effective and precise, allowing for a deeper understanding
of the implementation of security mechanisms.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we describe and present our results. First, we de-
scribe the security mechanisms used by dark web markets in web
security. We walk through the process of accessing a marketplace
to explore security mechanisms, and cover an open source software
commonly used by the dark web market. Following, we describe ac-
count security, which covers the username requirement, password
& PIN requirement, mnemonic, MFA and account kill-switch.

4.1 Web Security
Table 2 presents an overview of whether selected dark web mar-
kets implement specific web security mechanisms. We describe
the mechanisms and more separately in the following breakdown
sections.

4.1.1 Accessibility. As background, accessing the dark web relies
on the user needing to know the complete address of the server (or
the server’s mirror address). Market operators usually advertise on
some “websites directories” sites, or users share them on general
forums. As a registered or reputable user, users may also receive a
private address, which is used to increase the accessibility of the
market in the event that the main address suffers a DDoS. Most
commonly, all markets support the Tor network, but we also found
that somemarkets support the I2P network. One of themain reasons
is that in 2023, the Tor network suffered from many performance
issues [10], making it more difficult for users to access the market.
Therefore, some markets decide to operate on both networks for
redundancy. In addition, in the general environment, I2P seems
to be faster than Tor in response time, which is also supported by
literature [13]. We also noticed that three markets allow access to
the product pages even if the user is not logged in or registered.

4.1.2 WaitingQueue. The first screen users usually see after enter-
ing a market will be queuing, which is mainly used to protect the
website from DDoS attacks. The market first puts the user into a
queue and then automatically redirects to the next screen after wait-
ing for a period of time. We also found that this mechanism should
also include load balancing function on the server side. We expect
that most markets would implement this mechanism at the first
point of entry to the site, but this is not the case. Only half of the
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(a) Anti-phishing page on Bohemia (b) Anti-phishing page on Archetyp

(c) Anti-phishing page on Abacus Market

Figure 1: Three anti-phishing pages on different markets with different designs

markets we selected apply this mechanism. Actually, CAPTCHAs
could also have a protective effect on DDoS (which we describe in
Section 4.1.4).

4.1.3 Anti-phishing. Depending on the market, users may see this
screen before or after logging in. This is mainly due to the fact that
the Tor network is flooded with fake mirror links used for phishing.

Figure 1a shows an example of an anti-phishing page. Users
need to compare the URL in the browser’s address bar and fill in
the missing letters or numbers in the spaces.

Other markets have similar strategies. For example, Figure 1c
shows that users can verify their address on the website by entering
the complete URL address.

There are four markets marked as half-filled circles under the
“anti-phishing” column of Table 2. This means that these four mar-
kets alert users to check and compare whether the URL being ac-
cessed is the same one showing on the page, but without any form
of verification. For example, Figure 1b shows another way to re-
mind the user in the background of the CAPTCHA to check that
the starting and ending characters of the URL address should match.
Admittedly, those measures do not completely prevent phishing

from occurring. Once an attacker completely clones a website and
replaces the engine behind this mechanism (i.e. the method of veri-
fication), completely unsuspecting users can still be easily deceived.
This mechanism is more like a reminder to force users to check
the URL. In case users notice the potential risk that the URL is
inconsistent with the URL they usually visit. We also note that in-
terestingly, in certain markets, this security mechanism is missing
if users access the market via I2P network.

4.1.4 CAPTCHAs. As the most widely used security mechanism,
CAPTCHA is ubiquitous on the dark web. Unlike reCAPTCHA-like
software on the clear web, each dark web market can adopt its own
style of CAPTCHAs.

Figure 2 shows examples of CAPTCHAs from six dark web mar-
kets. As shown in Table 2, in addition to the common static text
input and image recognition, interactive text (i.e., the user needs to
click/drag the correct answer instead of typing) and even colour and
math-based questions appear in dark web markets as CAPTCHAs.
Users not only need to solve a CAPTCHA when entering the web-
site, but also sometimes they need to solve another one when log-
ging in.
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Figure 2: Examples of CAPTCHAs from six dark web markets.

Generally speaking, some CAPTCHAs are difficult to solve, and
some even have time limits (i.e. users need to solve them correctly
within a limited time).

4.1.5 Secret Phrase. This is actually another type of anti-phishing
mechanism. Users can specify a secret phrase when registering.
When the user logs in to the market, the secret will be displayed
on the homepage. When the user realises that the secret phrase is
displayed incorrectly (i.e. the user is on a fake website), the user
has the opportunity to change the password and other information
in the real market to prevent further losses.

In Table 2, there are two markets marked with half-filled circles.
Their implementation of this mechanism may be unintentional, but
they have the same effect. Users are asked to fill in their nickname
when registering. However, users only need their username and
password when logging in. Therefore, users have the same oppor-
tunity to check whether their nickname is showing correctly after
logging in.

4.1.6 Warrant Canary. This is a more traditional security mech-
anism that states that the market is still controlled by specific op-
erators. This statement (canary) is usually displayed on a page in
the market and is signed with the operator’s Pretty Good Privacy
(PGP) signature. The statement has the date of the next update and
proof of the date the current statement was signed (e.g., this could
be the latest Bitcoin block hash). Users will be aware that operators
may have lost control of the market if the canary is not updated
within the mentioned date. We have noticed that some markets
have canaries that are out of date, but operators usually update
them after a few days.

4.1.7 Bug Bounty. While some may consider that bug bounty pro-
grams are not the core security mechanism, bug bounty programs

do have an impact on market security by engaging users in dis-
covering and exposing potential vulnerabilities for improvement.
In Table 2, markets marked with full-filled circles refer that the
market has a proper bug bounty program and clearly mention that
certain rewards will be obtained after discovering some bugs. There
are two markets marked with half-filled circles, meaning that the
market mentions that a support ticket should be submitted to the
market when a bug is discovered, but without further information.
For markets marked with open circles, we believe users are still
able to report directly to the market operator via in-site message
or support ticket. However, these markets marked as open circles
do not mention any guidance about what users should do if a bug
is discovered.

4.1.8 Rate Limiting. This limitation may be affected by many fac-
tors in real-world data collection (e.g., the internet service provider,
physical network interface, etc.). In practice, it is difficult for users to
tell whether they are receiving rate limits from the market servers
or they have other bottlenecks in the user’s network. Here, we
only discuss the potential use of security mechanisms on the dark
web market side. A typical approach is to preset a threshold on the
server side. Once the frequency or number of requests reaches this
threshold within a period of time, the server will refuse to return
the result page and perform additional security checks. Those addi-
tional security checks include additional CAPTCHAs (i.e. making
the session expire) and killing the current Tor circuit (i.e. changing
the Tor identity needed). In practice, some markets have very re-
strictive thresholds, making it very challenging to obtain data for
the entire market.

4.1.9 EndGame DDoS Filter Toolset. EndGame (https://github.com/
onionltd/EndGame) is an open-source and widely used front-end
system for DDoS protection in the dark web. This toolset is used
to easily deploy some of the security mechanisms we mentioned
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Table 3: An overview of the selected dark web markets’ account security mechanisms implementation (○= yes,= no)

Markets Username Password PIN MFA Mnemonic Kill-switch
Abacus Market alphanumeric* min. 1 chars 6 digits ○ ○
Archetyp alphanumeric min. 4 chars 4 to 16 chars ○ 
ASAP Market any min. 6 chars min. 4 chars ○ 

Bohemia any min. 7 chars‡ 4 to 10 digits ○ ○
Incognito alphanumeric min. 8 chars system assigned ○ ○ ○
Kingdom Market alphanumeric min. 5 chars 6 digits ○ ○

Nemesis Market alphanumeric† min. 5 chars min. 4 chars ○ ○
Royal Market alphanumeric min. 8 chars 4 to 6 digits ○ ○

Tor2door Market alphanumeric† min. 8 chars 6 to 10 digits ○ ○
Vice City Market alphanumeric min. 6 chars 4 to 12 chars ○ 

Chinese Exchange Market system assigned min. 8 chars‡ 8 to 25 chars  ○

cabyc alphanumeric min. 8 chars‡ 8 to 24 chars  ○

* lowercase only; † underscore and dash allowed; ‡ combination of uppercase, lowercase, number and/or special characters

above (e.g., two rate limiting methods based on Tor service circuit
ID and cookies, customised randomly generated CAPTCHAs, time-
based queue system, packet filtering, load-balancing etc.). Due to
the nature of open source, market operators can easily customise
functions without requiring a complex technical background, and
the setup process is highly scripted. Compared with DDoS protec-
tion services on the clear web, EndGame can be deployed locally
rather than hosted on a third party (like Cloudflare), which enforces
the privacy requirements of market operators.

4.2 Account Security
In this subsection, we explore the security mechanisms applied to
the account. As market operators, it is necessary to apply appro-
priate mechanisms to protect user accounts, which can help users
avoid potential account loss, theft, scams, etc. Table 3 shows an
overview of selected dark web markets’ account security mecha-
nisms implementation.

4.2.1 Username. The username is used as part of the login cre-
dentials. It is not only used to display the identity in the market,
but also is part of the account security mechanism. Most markets
support alphanumeric only, but there are exceptions, one market’s
username is assigned by the system, and two markets have almost
no restriction (i.e. any character including special characters). The
minimum length of usernames is one character, and four characters
are the most common minimum requirement. The maximum length
of usernames is sometimes set at 16 and 20 characters, but half of
the markets in our study had no length limit (i.e. successful reg-
istrations with greater than 64 characters). Special characters are
mostly not supported, but underscore and dash have been accepted
in two markets.

4.2.2 Password & Personal Identification Number (PIN). Table 3
shows the minimum password requirements of the twelve selected
dark web markets. In addition to minimum password length re-
quirements, only three markets force users to set more complex
passwords (i.e. a combination of uppercase, lowercase and numbers
or/and special characters). Surprisingly, in two of the markets, there

is an obvious maximum password length limit. This would not be
recognised as a good strategy, with a market that has a maximum
length limit of only 16 characters. In terms of PINs, all markets in
our study have PINs used for payment-related activities. But those
markets have various policies, some requested numbers only, while
some can be set as complex as the password. One exception is that
a market gives a secret word after user registration, but functions
similarly to a PIN. In other markets, the PIN is set when the user
registers.

4.2.3 Mnemonic & Multi-factor authentication (MFA). Due to the
highly anonymous nature of the dark web market, the user regis-
tration process does not use any identifiable personal information,
including the email address and phone number we commonly use
on the clear web. Mnemonic and PGP keys are used for the same
purposes in dark web markets. Mnemonics are given by the market
when registered and are usually a set of English words or a long,
meaningless string. Users need to save the mnemonic phrase in a
safe place to use it to recover their account in certain situations.
Nine of twelve markets have mnemonic for account recovery. MFA
is mostly implemented through the PGP key. Users need to set up
a PGP public key in the market first, and then the market will send
verification information and encrypt it using the public key. Users
can use the private key to obtain this verification information. MFA
is often optional if browsing listings but mandatory for purchasing
items. There is a market that uses the third method, which requires
the users to enter the mnemonic phrase every time they login.

4.2.4 Account Kill-switch. This allows users to set a time limit in
advance.When the account is inactive over the time set, the account
will be automatically deleted by the market. Currently, this feature
is a one-off, meaning the countdown will stop when the account
is logged in again, and the user will need to set a new time limit.
We only noticed this feature in one market (Incognito), but some
markets support manual account deletion. However, we are not
aware of any mechanism in the market to delete user accounts that
have been inactive for a long time, although we believe this may
exist but not be mentioned.
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5 DISCUSSION
This section discusses the implications of these security mecha-
nisms, especially with regard to market closure and the challenges
these mechanisms pose to data collection. We also explain the ethi-
cal considerations that need to be taken into account in this line of
research.

5.1 Implication of Security Mechanisms on
Market Closure

Dark web markets have always been very dynamic and full of po-
tentially unknowns features or quirks. We note that some markets
are closed at the time of writing (December 2023). Wang et al. [24]
mentioned that the closure of the dark web market has certain
relationships with the security issues of the market. The authors
noticed one of the underlying relationships is that markets are more
likely to shut down when they are attacked.

When we look back at the security mechanisms mentioned in
Table 1 and Table 2, we can see that the three markets with un-
known reasons for closure (i.e. Royal Market, Tor2door Market and
Vice City Market) might be due to relatively weak DDoS protec-
tion mechanisms (either the lack of waiting queue, or the use of
weak CAPTCHAs, or both). This weakness would make them more
prone to being disrupted by a third party. There could also be other
security protection issues (or other factors) causing their demise.

Although our results may not be comprehensive, the security
mechanisms implemented by the market reflect the market op-
erator’s business philosophy. That is to say, markets that want
long-term stable operations will pay close attention to user experi-
ence and security. These factors will in turn attract users to trade
in the market. We exclude impounded retirement and voluntary
retirement because these two reasons for closure are often affected
by more complex factors [14, 24].

5.2 Implication of Security Mechanisms on Data
Collection

Data collection in dark web markets has always been a challenge in
this field of research. Most mechanisms are not present after login
to affect crawler access, with the exception of CAPTCHAs and rate
limits. There are also other case-by-case solutions that work for
certain market websites.

Regarding using automation (including machine learning) to
solve CAPTCHAs on the dark web, Audran et al. [1] have veri-
fied that this is feasible with decent accuracy and performance.
However, the authors focus on the clock CAPTCHAs and the varia-
tions. Apparently, there are many types and variants of CAPTCHAs
used in the dark web market. There is a trade-off here, by the time
we spend effort to crack a CAPTCHA, the market may no longer
operate or change to the new CAPTCHAs.

Moreover, we argue that cracking (or knowing) rate limiting
thresholds is more valuable, even if this requires some upfront ex-
perimentation.We can obtain complete data faster by usingmultiple
accounts to run the crawler simultaneously. Nevertheless, very ag-
gressive rate limiting settings can also affect access by real users (as
humans, not crawlers). We wonder if we can design a crawler that
can use an adaptive method to adjust the request rate dynamically
instead of a set of predetermined values or a range of values.

There may actually be specific solutions for ad-hoc crawlers
(rather than universal crawlers) of certain dark web markets. To
our knowledge, most crawlers benefit from cookies obtained after
manually solving CAPTCHAs, thereby simulating human visits to
pages to obtain target data. During our research, we noticed that
there is a market where the product listing data can be obtained by
submitting a single request to the server API. Since the way this
market obtains data on the front end of the web page is through the
API, we are able to pass a larger parameter to the API to obtain all
the data in JSON at once. Considering the file format characteristics
of JSON, data transmission and formatting are very efficient and
do not pass more stress onto the server. We also found that since
JavaScript is generally not used in the dark web for security reasons
(i.e. can be used to execute some malicious code), the structure of
the web page is simpler than that on the clear web (i.e. there is less
dynamically loaded content).

5.3 Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations are very important for research in this area.
All information obtained is considered inherently open and easily
accessible to the public. Even thoughmost darkwebmarkets require
registration, the process is open to the public. When registering, our
usernames and other information are not linked to any individual or
organisation. We also disclosed the names of these markets, because
these names are well-known within the dark web community. We
believe this will help academia and law enforcement agencies better
understand the trends in mainstream dark web markets. However,
we do not judge a market or its security mechanisms as good or
bad.

When conducting security experiments (e.g., access restrictions
and rate limiting), we carefully adjust parameters to ensure that
our experiments do not affect the market’s servers. We only visit
the market from an observer’s perspective and do not attempt
any unnecessary actions out of this study. Our research ethics
considerations were reviewed and approved by our university’s
research ethics committee (Ref: 057-04-2021).

In fact, there are many more aggressive security tests we could
have done, such as the rate limiting and the OWASP Top Ten (https:
//owasp.org/www-project-top-ten). But for ethical reasons, we
figured we did not want to be a potential attacker. On the other
hand, some markets offer bug bounty programs that actually allow
for a certain level of agreement to conduct some security testing on
the market. Further dialogue and discussion should be necessary
within the law enforcement agencies and academic communities to
reduce barriers. This will also help both parties better understand
the responsibilities and needs of both parties, and further promote
understanding in the dark web field.

6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper presents the outcome of our investigation
into how security mechanisms are implemented in mainstream dark
web markets. In particular, we highlight that the twelve dark web
markets we observed have different levels of security mechanisms
to protect themselves and their users. At this stage, we believe that
using manual labour in data collection on the dark web market is
unavoidable.
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Our results reveal that the security mechanisms implemented by
mainstream dark web markets include web security and account
security. Web security includes accessibility, waiting queue, anti-
phishing, CAPTCHAs, secret phrase, warrant canary, bug bounty,
rate limiting. Account security includes username requirement,
password & PIN requirement, mnemonic, MFA, account kill-switch.
We also discuss how security mechanisms being implemented by
market operators (or not) may reflect the operators’ business philos-
ophy (for instance, whether they plan to stay long in the business).
We also share some insights regarding data collection and the key
challenges associated with it. Finally, we discuss ethical issues that
need to be considered in this line of research.

For future work, it will be beneficial to expand the data sources,
whichwill help the academic community gain a broader understand-
ing of the security measures of the dark web markets and design
crawlers for data collection in a more targeted manner. Moreover, a
better and more detailed understanding of how rate limiting feature
works may greatly improve the efficiency of crawlers and reduce
manual labour. There is a promising sign that we can use software
scripts to solve simple CAPTCHAs. However, it should be noted
that market protections can vary to a large degree, and some dark
web markets employ more complex CAPTCHAs. These are more
difficult to solve, but it is envisaged that machine learning tech-
niques can be used to solve them quite easily in the future. We are
only able to cover the end-user side of security mechanisms, which
may not be comprehensive. But we also raise ethical considerations
for academics on how to properly and ethically improve research
in this area.
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